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Neural dynamics of 3-D surface perception:
Figure-ground separation and lightness perception

FRANK KELLY and STEPHEN GROSSBERG
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts

This article develops the FACADE theory of three-dimensional (3-D) vision to simulate data con
cerning how two-dimensional pictures give rise to 3-D percepts of occluded and occluding surfaces.
The theory suggests how geometrical and contrastive properties of an image can either cooperate or
compete when forming the boundary and surface representations that subserve conscious visual per
cepts. Spatially long-range cooperation and short-range competition work together to separate bound
aries of occluding figures from their occluded neighbors, thereby providing sensitivity to T-junctions
\\-ithout the need to assume that T-junction "detectors" exist. Both boundary and surface representa
tions of occluded objects may be amodally completed, whereas the surface representations of unoc
cluded objects become visible through modal processes. Computer simulations include Bregman
Kanizsa figure-ground separation, Kanizsa stratification, and various lightness percepts, including the
Miinker-White, Benary cross, and checkerboard percepts.

Since the Paleolithic era, humans have endeavored to
represent the three-dimensional (3-D) world with two
dimensional (2-D) pictures and line-drawings. The primary
goal ofthe present article is to understand how a 2-D pic
ture can generate a percept ofa 3-D scene in which figure
ground separation ofvisual surfaces occurs. This is accom
plished by developing the FACADE theory of biological
vision (Grossberg, 1987, 1994, 1997). FACADE stands
for the form-and-color-and-depth representations that the
network constructs from two monocular retinal images
and that are multiplexed together within the visual cortex.

We show how the FACADE model, which was de
signed to work with 3-D stereoscopic inputs, can also ex
tract figure-ground relations (e.g., stratification of an
object in depth or partial occlusion) from 2-D images.
Grossberg (1997) qualitatively developed the FACADE
network to better understand how a partially occluded
object in a 2-D image can be perceptually completed be
hind an occluding object, even if the completed repre
sentation is not seen as a consciously visible color or con
trast difference. Such a completion event has been termed
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an amodal percept (Kanizsa, 1979; Michotte, Thines, &
Crabbe, 1964), to distinguish it from modal percepts that
do carry a perceptually visible sign. Even before these
representations were given a name, it was known that
certain areas ofvisual space had a dual representation, or
"duo-representation" (Koffka, 1935); that is, in a region
in which an occluding object overlaps an occluded ob
ject, the visual area where the objects intersect is twice
represented, once as belonging to the occluder and once
as part of the occluded object. This article quantitatively
develops the theory in order to provide rigorous explana
tions and simulations ofkey figure-ground percepts that
are derived from 2-D images.

Amodal representations are simulated for various ex
amples, including the Kanizsa stratification display (Fig
ure I). To date, no model has shown quantitative simula
tions of how such representations can be created by the
visual cortex. Another classic example involving amodal
completion mechanisms is the Bregman-Kanizsa display
(Figure 2) (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979). Network
simulations of this input demonstrate how these amodal
representations are created and may be used to aid in the
recognition of partially occluded objects. The model can
also explain various lightness illusions, such as the Be
nary cross, Miinker-White assimilation, and the checker
board display (Figure 3). These simulation results sug
gest how 2-D and 3-D figure-ground relationships can be
explained in a unified way by the FACADE model. The
model does this by showing how contrastive and geomet
rical properties of images may be used by the visual sys
tem to create boundary and surface representations that
are mutually consistent. It also clarifies how T-junction
and X-junction sensitivity, often cited as being cues for
occlusion and transparency, can be coded in a cortical
network without explicit T-junction and X-junction op
erators. These results were briefly presented in Kelly and
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Figure 1. An example of perceptual stratification. From "See
ing and Thinking," by G. Kanizsa, 1985, Rivista di psicologia, 49,
p. 8. Copyright 1985 by Praeger/Greenwood Publishing Group.
Reprinted with permission.

Grossberg (1997, 1998). The percepts analyzed herein can
be perceived either monocularly or binocularly. Grossberg
and Kelly (1999) discuss related binocular properties of
surface brightness perception.

(a)

(c)

QUALITIES OF
FIGURE-GROUND PERCEPTION

The human visual system can perceive many di fferent
qualities of a surface: Texture, depth, orientation, light
ness, illumination direction, opacity, color, movement,
and occlusion relationships are just some of the general
surface properties that can be perceived. Spatial or tem
poral changes in these surface properties can lead to dif
fering segmentations of a visual scene in which certain
objects are seen as a figure against a background. This
section suggests how geometrical and contrastive scenic
properties are employed by the visual system to allow us
to separate figure from ground in 2-D pictures.

Lightness and Depth
Understanding how the visual system computes sur

face color and reflectance is an area of intense debate
and research (Gilchrist, 1994). The perception ofsurface
reflectance, or lightness, is affected by nearby or sur
rounding surfaces-for example, as during simultaneous
contrast (Hering, 1920/1964). Surface lightness and con
trast can also affect the perception of depth in paintings
and natural scenes (O'Shea, Blackburn, & Ono, 1994).
In the simple example of a cross (Figure 4a), the hori
zontal white bar is perceived as closer, and the two gray

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. Bregman-Kanizsa display: (a) unoccluded Bs, (b) occluded B shapes,
(c) B fragments, and (d) Occluded B shapes with different contrast. Panel c is from
"Stereoscopic Depth: Its Relation to Image Segmentation, Grouping and the Recog
nition ofOccluded Objects;' by K. Nakayama, S. Shimojo, and G. H. Silverman, 1989,
Perception, 18, p. 56. Copyright 1989 by Pion Ltd. Reprinted with permission.
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(a)

- -- -- -
(b) (e)

Figure 3. Lightness illusions that are often attributed to monocular depth cues: (a) Benary cross,
(b) White assimilation display, (c) checkerboard pattern. See the text for details. Panel a is from "The In
fluence of Form on Brightness Contrast," by W. Benary, in A Source Book ofGestaltPsychology (p. 104),
by W. Ellis (Ed.), 1939, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. Copyright 1939 by Routledge & Kegan Paul.
Adapted with permission. Panel b is from "A New Effect of Pattern on Perceived Lightness," by
M. White, 1979, Perception, 8, p. 414. Copyright 1979 by Pion Ltd. Reprinted with permission.

vertical bars appear to be joined into a single larger bar
that is partially occluded by the horizontal one. The ver
tical bar is said to be amodally completed behind the hor
izontal bar (Kanizsa, 1979), since we perceive the con
tinuation ofthe gray bar without any modal or visible sign.
Several researchers have proposed that geometric prop
erties, such as T-junctions, are cues for figure-ground
separation and amodal completion (Guzman, 1968/1984;
Nakayama, Shimojo, & Ramachandran, 1990; Nakayama,
Shimojo, & Silverman, 1989; Von Helmholtz, 1962;
Watanabe & Cavanagh, 1993). T-junctions are created at
the border between two overlapping lines or surfaces of
different colors. In Figure 4a, four T-junctions are cre
ated where the white bar and the vertical gray stripes meet.
The white bar boundary creates the top ofthe T-junction,

(a)

and each vertical gray stripe boundary forms the stem of
a T. Traditionally, when figure-ground separation oc- .
curs, the T-junction is "split" so that the top is assigned
to an occluding object and the stem is assigned to the
partially occluded object (Nakayama et a!., 1989).

Contrast can also influence perceived depth and figure
ground perception (Egusa, 1983). In particular, lighter
or brighter objects appear closer while on a dark back
ground. In Figure 4a, the geometric cues (T-junctions)
indicate that the horizontal bar is occluding the vertical
stripe. This cue is in agreement with the contrastive cue
that the white object is closer than the gray one. These
cues, in unison, result in a stable perceptual stratifica
tion of the white bar in front of the gray stripe. However,
in Figure 4b, when one is asked which is perceived as be-

(b)

Figure 4. Pop-out and amodal completion: (a) pop-out of white bar and amodal completion
ofgray bar and (b) The same image with the bar colors interchanged.
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ing closer, the perception is more bistable, since the geo
metric and the contrastive cues are no longer in agree
ment. The geometric relations (T-junctions) remain the
same, but the change in relative contrast is a cue that the
brighter vertical pieces are closer.

That these geometric and contrastive properties can
cooperate or compete is also shown by the Kanizsa strat
ification (Kanizsa, 1985) images (Figure I), wherein geo
metric and contrastive cues again lead to depthful per
cepts. Here the percept is one of a square weaving over
and under the cross. This image is interesting because a
single globally unambiguous figure-ground percept of
one object's being in front (cross or thin outline square)
does not occur. On the left and right arms of the cross in
Figure I, the contrastive vertical black lines are cues that
the outline square is in front of the cross arms. The top
and bottom regions consist of a homogeneously white
figural area, but most observers perceive two figures, the
cross arms in front of the thinner outline square. This is
usually attributed to the fact that a thinner structure tends
to be perceived behind a thicker one most of the time (Pet
ter, 1956; Tommasi, Sressan, & Vallortigara, 1995). The
figure-ground stratification percept is bistable through
time, flipping intermittently between alternative cross
in-front and square-in-front percepts. We explain how this
perceptual stratification ofa homogeneously colored re
gion occurs and how the visual system knows which depth
to assign the surface color in different parts of the display.

So far, we have illustrated how lightness differences
can affect depth. Other results suggest that depth can also
affect perceived lightness. Schirillo, Reeves, and Arend
( 1990) showed that lightness matches are based on rela
tionships among coplanar surfaces and not just retinally
adjacent regions. Gilchrist (1977) formulated a compu
tational rule called the coplanar ratio hypothesis, in which
surface luminances would contrast with each other only
if they were on the same plane. If they were on different
planes, contrast would be partially negated (Senary, 1924;
Wertheimer, 1923). However, Dalby, Saillant, and Wooten
(1995) presented contradictory results. They suggested
that experimental instructions given in previous reports
confused the perception of lightness with that of bright
ness. Knill and Kersten (1991) showed how surface cur
vature (and subsequent perceptual illumination compu
tations) could also affect lightness perception.

Such interactions of depth and lightness can also be
seen in images that contain only monocular depth cues,
such as the Senary cross (Figure 3a), the Munker-White
display (Figure 3b), and the checkerboard pattern (Fig
ure 3c). In the Senary cross (Senary, 1924; Wertheimer,
1923), the two small gray squares have the same physical
reflectance but are seen as having different Iightnesses:
The top left gray square looks slightly darker than the
bottom right gray square.

In the Munker-White assimilation display (Munker,
1970; White, 1979) of Figure 3b, all the gray sections are
physically the same but are perceived to have different
Iightnesses. Owing to a simple simultaneous contrast ar-

gument, the top gray bars should be perceived as darker
than the bottom gray bars, since they are adjacent to, and
contrast with, mostly white areas. However, the opposite
percept is obtained-hence, the label of being an assim
ilation illusion.

The top three gray bars in the Munker-White display
percept may complete amodally behind the larger oc
cluding white bars. The bottom three gray bars can also
be perceived as a single gray surface occluded by black
bars. It is also possible to see these gray bars as com
pleting to form a transparent surface overlying the alter
nating black-white stripes. This assimilative lightness
effect is elicited by monocular cues: The only depth cues
are geometric and contrastive, not stereoscopic.

Agostini and Proffitt (1993) have suggested that if the
top gray bars are seen as belonging on a black surface (the
white stripes in front) and the bottom gray bars are seen
as belonging to a white surface (the black bars in front),
the resulting coplanar contrast explains the resulting il
lusion. Todorovic (1997) has proposed qualitative rules
for computing the perceived lightness in images con
taining T- and X-junctions-namely, the lightness of a
region that has common borders with other regions and
whose borders involve T- or X-junctions is predominately
a function of the ratio of the luminance of the region and
the luminance of colinear regions. For example, in the
Munker-White display (Figure 3b), the gray lightness
may be a result ofcontrast with colinear white bars on the
bottom and the black background on top. Some research
has, however, suggested that lightness differences are
greater than what would be predicted purely by gray's con
trasting with a white or a black surface (Anderson, 1997;
but see Taya, Ehrenstein, & Cavonius, 1995). Possible
short- and long-range mechanisms controlling the per
ception of the Munker-White display have also been dis
cussed (Kingdom & Moulden, 1991; Moulden & King
dom, 1989; Spehar, Gilchrist, & Arend, 1995).

Unlike the Senary and Munker-White displays, the
checkerboard pattern in Figure 3c, which is a variant of
the DeValois and DeValois (1988) checkerboard pattern
that is due to Ennio Mingolla, is assimilative in nature,
in that the gray patch contiguous with the white squares
seems lighter than the gray patch connected to the black
squares (see also Adelson, 1993). The Todorovic (1997)
X-junction rule breaks down here since here the percept
does not rely on contrast with colinear squares.

Several authors (Anderson, 1997; Moulden & King
dom, 1989) have endeavored to explain each lightness il
lusory display individually and qualitatively. This article
shows how each illusion may result from the same set of
computations performed by the visual cortex to separate
the figure from the ground. Zaidi, Spehar, and Shy (1997)
said that "given the present state of knowledge about vi
sual neurophysiology, it is not possible to even speculate
about possible physiological mechanisms for extracting
T-junctions and inhibiting induced contrast" (p. 406).
The quantitative computer simulations presented in this
article provide concrete physiological underpinnings for
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sensitivity to T-junctions and for how the figure-ground
relations in visual cortex can affect perceived reflectance
in 2-D images, as well as in 3-D images.

Amodal Completion and Recognition
Occlusion cues can be used in object recognition (Naka

yama et aI., 1989). In the Bregman-Kanizsa display (Fig
ure 2b), when occluded by the black line, the partially
occluded Bs are recognizable. However, if the occluder
has the same color as the background (Figure 2c), the Bs
are much harder to recognize. One mechanistic interpre
tation of this phenomena is that when the occluder has
visible contrast with the background, it pops forward in
front of the Bs, allowing the Bs to amodally complete be
hind the occluder. This completed representation is for
warded to the object recognition system (Grossberg,
1994). Without an occluder that contrasts with the back
ground, no object surface is seen in front of the B, so the
Bs cannot complete amodally and are harder to recog
nize. This work shows how, in addition to modal bound-

ary and surface outputs, amodal boundary and surface
representations are also created.

THE FACADE MODEL
OF THE VISUAL CORTEX

How Boundary Grouping Converts
Multiple Scales Into Multiple Depths

This section reviews the FACADE theory by describ
ing properties ofthe boundary contour system (BCS) and
the feature contour system (FCS) and their interactions.
The BCS creates an emergent 3-D boundary segmenta
tion ofedges, texture, shading, and stereo information at
multiple spatial scales. The FCS compensates for variable
illumination conditions and fills-in surface properties of
brightness, color, depth, and form among the different
spatial scales. Interactions between these complemen
tary boundary and surface processes render them mutu
ally consistent and thereby lead to properties of figure
ground separation. FACADE concepts are described at
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Figure 5. FACADE macrocircuit showing interactions of the boundary contour system and the fea
ture contour system. See the text for details. FlDO, filling-in domain.
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length in Grossberg (1994, 1997) and Grossberg and
McLoughlin (1997). Here just enough detail is given to
afford a self-contained exposition.

The model is mathematically defined in the Appen
dix, which can be found on line (hUp://www.cns.bu.edu/
Profiles/Grossberg). Monocular processing of left-eye
and right-eye inputs by the retina and the lateral genicu
late nucleus discounts the iIIuminant and generates par
allel signals to simple cells ofthe BCS via Pathways I and
to monocular filling-in domains (FIDOs) of the FCS via
Pathways 2 in Figure 5. Model simple cells have oriented
receptive fields and come in multiple sizes. Simple cell
outputs are binocularly combined at complex and com
plex endstopped (or hypercomplex) cells via Pathways 3.
These interactions generate populations of disparity
sensitive cells that realize a size-disparity correlation. In
particular, complex cells with larger receptive fields can
binocularly fuse a broader range of disparities than can
cel1s with smaller receptive fields (see Smal1man & Mac
Leod, 1994, for a review). Competition across disparity
at each position and among cells of a given size scale
sharpens complex cel1 disparity tuning (Fahle & West
heimer, 1995). Spatial competition (endstopping) and
orientational competition convert complex cell responses
into spatially and orientationally sharper responses at
hypercomplex cells.

Hypercomplex cell outputs activate BCS bipole cells
via Pathway 4. These cells carry out long-range horizon
tal grouping and boundary completion. This grouping
process collects together the outputs from all hypercom
plex cells that are sensitive to a given depth range and in
puts them to a shared set ofbipole cells. The bipole cells,
in turn, send excitatory feedback signals via Pathways 5
back to these hypercomplex cells at the same position
and orientation and inhibitory feedback signals to hyper-

complex cells at the same and nearby positions and ori
entations. This feedback process binds together cells of
multiple sizes into a BCS representation, or copy, that is
sensitive to a prescribed range ofdepths. In this way, each
BCS copy completes boundaries within a given depth
range. Multiple BCS copies are formed, each corre
sponding to different (but possibly overlapping) depth
ranges. This same feedback process also plays a key role
in figure-ground separation, as we will now discuss.

T-Junction Sensitivity in the
Boundary Contour System

The bipole cells that carry out long-range boundary
completion are surrounded by an oriented receptive field
with two parts (Figure 6). Each part receives inputs from
a range ofalmost colinear orientations and positions. Bi
pole cells fire if both parts are simultaneously active,
thereby ensuring that the cells do not complete beyond a
line end unless there is another line end providing evi
dence for such a linkage. Cells with similar properties
were reported by von der Heydt, Peterhans, and Baum
gartner (1984) and are supported by many psychophysical
data (e.g., Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Shipley & Kell
man, 1992).

Bipole cell outputs excite hypercomplex cells that code
similar positions and orientations during the boundary
completion process. This feedback spatially and orienta
tionally sharpens the "fuzzy" outputs of the bipole cells.
Feedback also inhibits other orientations and positions
(Figure 6). The long-range bipole cooperation and the
shorter range competition work together to give rise to T
junction sensitivity without the use ofT-junction opera
tors: Excitatory bipole feedback strengthens the bound
ary along the top of the T while inhibiting nearby stem
boundary positions, because the top ofthe T receives more

(a) (b) (c)

IMAGE LONG-RANGE COOPERATION
(+) BIPOLE CELLS

SHORT-RANGE COMPETITION
(-) HYPERCOMPLEX CELLS

BOUNDARY

Figure 6. T-junction sensitivity. (a) T-junction in an image. (b) Dipole cells provide long-range
cooperation (+), whereas hypercomplex cells provide short-range competition (-). (c) An end
gap in the vertical boundary arises. From "Cortical Dynamics of Three-Dimensional Figure
Ground Perception ofTwo-Dimensional Pictures," by S. Grossberg, 1997, Psychological Review,
104, p. 641. Copyright 1997 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted with per
mission.
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support from its bipole cells than the stem receives from
its bipole cells. As will be described below, this breaking
of the tops from the stems creates gaps in the boundary,
termed end gaps, which allow color to flow out of this
figural region during the surface filling-in process.

Surface Capture and Binocular Surface Matching
The multiple depth-selective BCS copies are used to

capture brightness and color signals within depth-selective
FCS surface representations. The surface representa
tions that make up the monocular FIDOs receive FCS
brightness and color signals from a single eye. A differ
ent monocular FIDO preferentially interacts with each
binocular BCS copy. In addition, BCS copies that repre
sent nearby depth ranges may send convergent, albeit
weaker, signals to each FIDO, thereby allowing a contin
uous change in perceived depth across a finite set ofFIDOs.

Surface capture is achieved by a suitably defined inter
action of BCS signals and illuminant-discounted FCS
signals at the monocular FIDOs. Pathways 2 topograph
ically input their monocular FCS signals to all the monoc
ular FIDOs. Pathways 6 carry topographic boundary sig
nals from each BCS copy to its FIDO. These boundary
signals selectively capture those FCS inputs that are spa
tially coincident and orientationally aligned with the
BCS boundaries. Other FCS inputs are suppressed by the
BCS-FCS interaction.

The captured FCS inputs, and only these, can trigger
diffusive filling-in ofa surface representation on the cor
responding FIDOs. Because this filled-in surface is acti
vated by depth-selective BCS boundaries, it inherits the
same depth as these boundaries. Not every filling-in event
can generate a surface representation. Because activity
spreads until it hits a boundary, only surfaces that are sur
rounded by a connected BCS boundary, or a fine web of
such boundaries, are effectively filled in. The diffusion of
activity dissipates across the FIDO otherwise.

An analysis of the outputs of the BCS and FCS sub
systems has shown that too many boundary and surface
fragments are formed as a result of the size-disparity cor
relation. These extra boundaries and surfaces are pruned
by a process whereby the complementary boundary and
surface properties interact to achieve a mutually consis
tent percept. Remarkably, many data about the percep
tion ofoccluding and occluded objects may be explained
as consequences of this pruning operation (see Gross
berg, 1994, 1997, and Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1997).

Feedback from the FCS to the BCS is needed to achieve
such boundary-surface consistency. A contrast-sensitive
process at the monocular FIDOs detects the contours of
successfully filled-in surface regions. These contour sig
nals activate FCS-to-BCS feedback signals (Pathways 7),
which further excite the BCS boundaries corresponding
to their own positions and depths. The boundaries that
activated the successfully filled-in surfaces are hereby
strengthened. The feedback signals also inhibit redundant
boundaries at their own positions and farther depths. This
inhibition from near to far is the first example within the

theory ofthe asymmetry between near andfar. The bound
ary pruning process spares the closest surface represen
tations that successfully fill in at a given set ofpositions,
while removing redundant copies of the boundaries of
occluding objects that would otherwise form at farther
depths. When the competition from these redundant oc
cluding boundaries is removed, the boundaries ofpartially
occluded objects can be amodally completed behind
them on BCS copies that represent farther depths. More
over, when the redundant occluding boundaries collapse,
the redundant surfaces that they momentarily supported
at the monocular FIDOs collapse. Occluding surfaces
are hereby seen to lie in front of occluded surfaces.

The surface representations that are generated at the
monocular FIDOs are depth selective, but they do not
combine brightness and color signals from both eyes.
Binocular combination of brightness and color signals
takes place at the binocular FIDOs. Here monocular pre
processing signals from both eyes (Pathways 8) are
binocularly matched. The surviving matched signals are
pruned by inhibitory signals from the monocular FIDOs
(Pathways 9). These inhibitory signals eliminate redun
dant FCS signals. They arise from the contrast-sensitive
monocular FIDO outputs. In particular, monocular
FIDO inputs to the binocular FIDOs inhibit the FCS sig
nals at their own positions and farther depths. As a re
sult, occluding objects cannot redundantly fill-in surface
representations at multiple depths. This surface pruning
process is the second instance in the theory of the asym
metry between near and far.

As in the case of the monocular FIDOs, the FCS sig
nals to the binocular FIDOs can initiate filling-in only
where they are spatially coincident and orientationally
aligned with BCS boundaries. BCS-to-FCS Pathways 10
carry out depth-selective surface capture of the binocu
larly matched FCS signals that survive surface pruning.
In all, the binocular FIDOs fill in FCS signals that (I) sur
vive within-depth binocular FCS matching and across
depth FCS inhibition, (2) are spatially coincident and
orientationally aligned with the BCS boundaries, and
(3) are surrounded by a connected boundary or a fine
web of such boundaries. At the binocular FIDOs, the BCS
adds the boundaries of nearer depths to those that repre
sent farther depths. This instance of the asymmetry be
tween near and far is called boundary enrichment. These
enriched boundaries prevent occluding objects from
looking transparent by blocking filling-in of occluded
objects behind them. The total filled-in surface represen
tation across all binocular FIDOs represents the visible
percept. It is called a FACADE representation because it
combines together, or multiplexes, properties of form
and color and depth.

The Calculation of Lightness and Depth
The separate surface representations that are formed

by the FACADE model at multiple depths must be ap
propriately combined to give a calculation of relative
depth and also of relative lightness. In the case in which
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there is activity in only one of the depth-selective FIDO
representations at any given position, the final network
lightness output is calculated from that active position
and depth. However, there are cases, as will be illustrated
below, in which two or more FIDO representations at the
same positions and very similar depths are simultaneously
activated during the perception ofan opaque surface. The
activities ofthese FIDO representations are combined as
follows to give a lightness and depth percept. First, FIDO
activities at a particular depth are normalized. Then the
final lightness percept is calculated by summing the nor
malized FIDO activities at nearby depths. FIDO activities
that represent larger depth differences are not summed
across depth. Their separate activities represent percepts
of transparency.

The model combines FIDO outputs from both on cells
and offcells in different ways to compute lightness and
relative depth. For example, if a white object is repre
sented in front of a black background, the white object
will be represented in the near on FIDO and the black
background will be represented in the far off FIDO. Thus,
to calculate the relative depth of these regions, both on
and off system outputs are used. The Three-Dimensional
Modeling and Simulation section shows how these prop
erties help to explain the percepts ofdepth and lightness
in displays such as the Miinker-White example.

Recognition of Occluded Objects and
Perception of Opaque Occluding Objects

The binocular boundary and monocular FIDO stages
in Figure 5 form percepts of the amodally completed
boundaries and surfaces ofpartially occluded objects, as
well as ofthe objects that occlude them. These processing
stages are interpreted as occurring in the interstripes and
thin stripes ofcortical area V2. Modal, or visible, percepts
are assumed to occur at the binocular FIDOs, where they
represent the unoccluded parts of 3-D surfaces. These
stages are interpreted as occurring in cortical area V4.

These distinct representations carry different types of
information. The binocular boundaries and monocular
FIDOs carry representations that can be used to recognize
partially occluded objects. The binocular FIDOs cannot
be used to recognize partially occluded objects because
boundary enrichment at the binocular FIDOs mixes boun
daries of occluding and occluded objects. In so doing,
boundary enrichment prevents occluded objects from
filling in behind their occluders. Thus, the ability to rec
ognize occluded objects and to see opaque occluding ob
jects and the unoccluded parts of partially occluded
objects is represented at different processing stages.

In order to recognize perceptual properties, whether or
not they are modally "seen," several stages of FACADE
processing are proposed to interact reciprocally with
model cortical areas that are devoted to object recogni
tion, which play the role of the inferotemporal (IT) cor
tex (Desimone, 1991; Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989;
Mishkin, 1982; Perrett, Mistlin, & Chitty, 1987). Inter
actions between the object recognition (IT) system and

the binocular FIDOs (V4) are proposed to recognize the
unoccluded visible parts of the 3-D surfaces. Interactions
between the IT and the binocular boundaries and monoc
ular FIDOs (V2) are proposed to recognize amodally
completed occluded objects as well as occluders.

Why Are Both Modal and Amodal
Surface Percepts Needed?

Both modal and amodal surface percepts occur in re
sponse to images like those in Figures 1-3. Do both types
of percepts have functional utility? Grossberg (1997)
suggested that their utility may be found in different sorts
of recognition and action skills. For example, modal sur
face percepts may be used to recognize and reach unoc
cluded objects in the world. They let us know which ob
jects are directly reachable and protect us from trying to
reach through an occluder to an object that it occludes.
Amodal surface percepts can be used to recognize par
tially occluded objects. They also provide a recognition
signal-which is distinguishable from the modal sig
nals-whereby to plan a reach around an occluder to an
object that it occludes.

Evidence for the use ofamodal representations in rec
ognition and active touch has been presented by Streri,
Spelke, and Rameix (1993) for adults, as well as for
4-month-old infants. Johnson and Aslin (1995) used
preferential-looking tasks to provide evidence that 2
month-old infants can perceive occluded objects as being
amodally completed. Consistent with the use of amodal
surface representations for recognition, Kovacs, Vogels,
and Orban (1995) have shown that IT neurons that re
spond preferentially to certain filled object shapes also
respond to those shapes when they are occluded by a vis
ible occluder, but not when the occluder was invisible
that is, the same color as the background. Nakamura,
Gattass, Desimone, and Ungerleider (1993) have found

Figure 7. Bregman-Kanizsa simulation input pattern.
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evidence for by-pass routes from VI to V4, and from V2
to TEO, consistent with the proposal that amodal surface
representations created by early stages of visual pro
cessing can be routed directly to object recognition cen
ters and also to higher visual areas for further processing
to create modal representations. Sekuler and Palmer
(1992) have also shown that amodal representations de
velop over a longer time than modal percepts. This is con
sistent with the FACADE model's surface-to-boundary
feedback and bipole completion, which require a small
number of feedforward and feedback iterations to com
plete the modal and then the amodal surface percepts.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELING
AND SIMULATION

This section presents quantitative simulations offigure
ground separation and amodal completion in response to
the Bregman-Kanizsa (Figure 7) and Kanizsa stratifica
tion displays, as well as simulations of the Benary,
Miinker-White, and checkerboard lightness illusions. In
all FCS simulations of the monocular and binocular
FIDOs, active cells are represented by using an activity
based scale with white (most active) or various shades of
gray (less active). A lack of activity of FCS cells is rep-

(a)

(c)

resented by black-colored regions. Lighter areas of the
percept are represented using more active on cells; how
ever, darker image regions are not represented by the on
cells. Darker regions are represented by more active off
cells, whose activity is represented by nonblack values.
Image lightness is calculated by measuring the double
opponent difference between the filled-in activities ofon
and offcells at each position. Owing to how the cell mem
brane equations respond to on and off inputs, all on and
offoutput surface representations are normalized by di
viding opponent activities (i.e., on-minus-ojJ, ojf-minus
on) by the sum ofthese activities (on-plus-off). When near
and far outputs are combined, they therefore have values
between 0 and I. See the Appendix for details.

Figure-Ground Separation and Amodal
Completion in the Bregman-Kanizsa Percept

In this first simulation, the outputs of most stages of
the FACADE model will be displayed to clarify how the
model works. In other simulations, only the most impor
tant boundary and surface representations will be shown.
The image is fed into the left and right monocular pre
processing stages. Figures 8a and 8b show the outputs of
the on and off cells at the monocular preprocessing
stages. Since left and right stream responses are identi-

(b)

(d)

Figure 8. Output ofthe (a) on cell and (b) offcell monocular preprocessing stages. Output
of the complex cell preprocessing stage: (c) large scale, disparity DO and (d) disparity Dl.
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(a)

(c)
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(d)

Figure 9. Binocular boundaries for monocular filling-in: (a) near depth and (b) far depth.
Output ofmonocular FIDOs before boundary pruning occurs: (c) near depth and (d) far depth.

cal, Figures 8a and 8b show the on and offcell responses
for only one of those streams. Simple cell processing is
not shown. Figures 8c and 8d show complex cell stage
outputs. Inhibition occurs across disparities within a scale
and within a disparity across scales (from large to small
scales) at the complex cells. As a result, the large-scale
representation is active at zero disparity (DO), but the
small-scale representation is active at a slightly farther
disparity (D 1).

Figures 9a and 9b show the output of the hypercom
plex cells after spatial and orientational competition and
subsequent bipole cell feedback act. Bipole feedback
causes the breaking off of the tops from the stems of the
T-junctions, since the tops of the T receive more support
from the bipole cells. These binocular boundaries are
used as filling-in barriers within monocular and binocu
lar FIDOs. The end gaps in the boundary allow color to
flow out of the corresponding regions and dissipate
across space.

Figures 9c and 9d show the outputs of the monocular
FIDOs before they activate surface-to-boundary feedback.
Only the occluder regions, whose boundaries are fully
closed, trap color and fill in. The end gaps in the B bound
aries allow color to flow out of the partially occluded B re
gion. Thus, in both the near-depth and the far-depth pools
of the monocular FIDOs, the white occluder fills in, while
the gray color flows out of the occluded regions, owing to
the gaps in the boundary. Next, the near-depth monocular
FIDOs send inhibitory signals to the BCS boundaries at
farther depths and inhibit the occluder boundaries there.
This allows far-depth bipo1e cells to amodally complete the
occluded B boundaries, thereby removing the gaps that al
lowed color to flow out (Figure lOb). The near-depth
boundaries are unaffected (Figure lOa). When the gaps in
the B boundaries are closed, the entire B, including its oc
cluded region, is filled in at the far depth pool (Figure 10d),
thereby providing an amodal surface percept of a fully
filled-in B at the monocular FIDOs. The filled-in occlud-
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 10. Amodal boundary and surface representations. Binocular boundaries after
boundary pruning occurs: (a) near depth and (b) far depth. Amodal surface representations
at the monocular filling-in domains: (c) near depth and (d) far depth.

ing white bar remains unchanged at the near-depth pool
(Figure 10c). The amodal boundary (Figure lOb) and sur
face representations (Figure 10d) of the completed B are
both used to recognize the B shape.

Modal percepts are represented at the binocular FCS.
As was discussed earlier, two asymmetries between near
and far are computed at the binocular FIDOs. The first
asymmetry inhibits redundant filling-in signals. The
near-depth monocular FIDO output (white horizontal
bar in Figure 1Oc) hereby inhibits the corresponding
filling-in signals at the far depth. As a result, the oc
cluder's filling-in signal is removed from the far depth of
the binocular FIDO (Figure 11 b), and the occluding ob
ject is not seen at both the near- and the far-depth pools.

The second asymmetry is the addition of near bound
aries to the far-boundary representation, as in Fig
ure 11 d. The near-boundary representation is the same as
that in the monocular FIDO (Figure 11 c). By combining
these enriched binocular boundaries and pruned surface

inducers at the binocular FIDOs, the occluder fills in at
the near depth (Figure 11 e), but at the far depth, the gray
B surface is filled in only within the regions that are un
occluded (Figure 11 f). The resulting surface representa
tions match the stratified percept of an occluder at a
nearer depth than the object that it occludes.

Kanizsa Stratification Percept
Consider the Kanizsa stratification display in Figure 1.

The thin vertical black lines create T-junctions with the
cross. The stems of the T boundaries are broken by the
bipole feedback, thus separating the thin outline square
from the cross (see Figure 12a). At the top and bottom
arms of the cross, vertical bipole cells link the sections
of the cross arms together, thereby creating aT-junction
with the sections of the square. The vertical bipole cells
ofthe cross win out over the horizontal bipole cells of the
squares. This happens because the cross is wider than the
square. Thus, vertical bipole cells have more support
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(e)

(b)

(d)
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Figure 11. Enriched boundary and modal surface representations. Binocular filling
in domain (FIDO) filling-in signals at (a) near depth and (b) far depth. Enriched
boundaries at the (c) near depth and (d) far depth. Binocular FIDO activity consist
ing of two modal surfaces at two different depths: (e) near depth and (f) far depth.

from their receptive fields than do the horizontal bipole
cells at the cross-square intersection. The boundaries of
the square are hereby inhibited, thereby creating end
gaps. As a result, the cross arms pop in front and the square
is seen behind the cross (Figures 12b and l2c).

The bistability ofthe stratification percept may be ex
plained in the same way that the bistability of the Weis
stein effect (Brown & Weisstein, 1988) was explained in

Grossberg (1994). This explanation used the habituative
transmitters that occur in the Pathways 3 between com
plex cells and hypercomplex cells (Figure 5). Transmit
ter habituation helps to adapt active pathways and, thereby,
to reset boundary groupings when their inputs shut off
(Grossberg, 1997). This transmitter mechanism has been
used to simulate psychophysical data about visual per
sistence, aftereffects, residual traces, and metacontrast
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(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 12. (a) Near-depth boundaries in response to the Kanizsa stratification image. Binoc
ular lIlting-in domain activity at the (h) near depth and (c) far depth.

masking (Francis, 1997; Francis & Grossberg, 1996a,
1996b; Francis, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 1994), develop
mental data about the self-organization ofopponent sim
pIe cells, complex cells, and orientation and ocular dom
inance columns within cortical area VI (Grunewald &
Grossberg, 1998; Olson & Grossberg, 1998), and neuro
physiological data about area VI cells (Abbott, Varela,
Sen, & Nelson, 1997). The bistability ofthe stratification
percept can hereby be traced to more basic functional re
quirements of the visual cortex.

Lightness Illusions: Benary Cross
Quantitative explanations ofhow the Benary, Miinker

White, and checkerboard lightness illusions arise are
now presented. FACADE theory suggests that these illu
sions are by-products ofhow the visual system solves the
figure-ground problem. In particular, in the Benary and
Miinker-White displays, the contrastive illusion is ex
plained by analyzing how the visual system interprets

whether the gray patch is solely on a white or a black
background, thereby discounting the effect ofother spa
tially congruent regions (cf. the coplanar ratio hypothe
sis of Gilchrist, 1977). In the checkerboard illusion, we
show that as a a result of how X-junction boundaries are
grouped, extra end gaps are created, which allow more
color flow that results in an overall assimilation effect.

The Benary cross (Figure 3a) leads to the near-depth
boundary representation processing in Figure 13a. Here,
the boundaries of the T-junction stems where the gray
squares abut the cross are broken to form end gaps. These
boundaries allow color to fill in the entire cross at the
near-depth monocular FIDO. Boundary pruning signals
occur from this near-depth surface representation to the
far-boundary representation via Pathways 7 in Figure 5.
The cross boundaries are hereby inhibited at the far depth,
as in Figure 13b. As a result, the cross boundaries, but
not the T-junction stem boundaries, are removed at the
far depth. The end gaps are no longer present here, but
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(t)

Figure 13. Denary cross binocular boundaries to monocular filling-in domains
(FIDOs) after boundary pruning: (a) near depth and (b) far depth. Enriched bound
aries to binocular FIDO: binocular FCS boundaries to binocular FIDO: (c) near
depth and (d) far depth. Binocular FIDO output: (e) near depth and (f) far depth.

there are no connected boundary regions to trap color
during filling-in. It is only at the binocular FIDOs, where
near boundaries are added to the far boundaries by the
boundary enrichment process (Pathways lOin Figure 5),
that fully closed boundaries are created at the far-depth
plane. The binocular FIDO boundaries are shown in Fig
ures 13c and 13d. At the near depth (Figure 13c), the end
gaps caused by the breaking ofT-junctions remain. At the
far depth (Figure 13d), all end gaps are removed. Also in
the binocular FIDOs, surface pruning inhibits the cross

filling-in signals at the far depth (Pathways 9 in Figure 5).
Only the filling-in signals resulting from the gray squares
remain. The modal outputs of the binocular FCS that are
due to these filling-in generators within the boundaries
of Figures 13c and 13d are shown in Figures 13e and 13f
at the near- and the far-depth pools, respectively. Fig
ure 13e shows how the end gaps in Figure 13c allow filling
in to spread through the entire cross. Figure 13e also shows
how the bottom gray square fills in with black through
the end gaps that abut the black background.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14. Denary cross combined near and far binocular filling-in domain outputs: (a) on
minus-offand (b) off-minus-on.

Figure 13f shows that the upper gray square fills in
darker gray because some of its gray filling-in genera
tors (at the black-gray border with the cross) are inhib
ited, owing to surface pruning. The remaining on cell gen
erators (at the gray-white border) are outside the gray
square boundaries, but inside the cross boundaries, and
thus fill in the cross. The bottom gray square fills in lighter
gray because its on filling-in signals at the gray-black
border are not inhibited by the cross and are within the
boundaries of the square.

Most people report a Benary cross percept of relative
depth that is not nearly as compelling as that for the
Bregman-Kanizsa display. They see two gray patches,
one of which seems to be internal to the cross, the other
external. We suggest that this ambiguity regarding depth
occurs because the near and far FlOOs have some regions
that are filled in at both the near- and the far-depth pools.
To see this, we combine the near- and the far-depth pool
representations to get the full modal percept. Figure 14a
shows the filled-in on-minus-offrepresentation, and Fig
ure 14b the filled-in ojJ-minus-on representation.

Owing to the coarseness of the image gray scale, the
lightness illusion magnitude is not entirely clear from the
output image. The final equilibrium values of the filled
in on-minus-off representation for each colored region
are as follows: The magnitude ofthe "white" in the cross
is 0.8; the gray on the white cross is 0.45; and the gray
on the black background is 0.5. Consistent with the per
cept, the magnitude of the simulated illusion is quite
small (around a 10% difference). The ojJ-minus-on rep
resentation has similar values; however, high off magni
tudes correspond to darker regions, and low off mag
nitudes correspond to lighter regions.

Lightness Illusions: Miinker-White Assimilation
The Miinker-White illusion in Figure 3b is consider

ably stronger than the Benary illusion. This may be be-

cause, unlike the case of the Benary cross, amodal com
pletion ofthe gray patches occurs in this display. Figures
15a and 15b show the results of boundary formation
after boundary pruning acts. At the near-depth bound
aries (Figure 15a), the T-junction stems are entirely bro
ken, thereby allowing white color signals to fill in all the
bars. When pruning signals from the near-depth fil\ed-in
bars inhibit the far-depth horizontal bar boundaries, the
vertical gray-white and gray-black boundaries can com
plete amodally behind the horizontal bars (Figure 15b).

In the monocular FlDOs, all seven horizontal bars fill in
successfully at the near depth, but filling-in dissipates at
the far depth, owing to the lack ofconnected boundary re
gions. Figures 15c-15f show the boundary and filling-in
signals to the binocular FIDOs. At the near depth (Fig
ure 15c), the T-junctions remain broken and allow color to
flow along the length of the bars. At the far depth (Fig
ure 15d), the addition ofthe near boundaries to the far ones
creates connected boundary regions. The direction of the
lightness illusion depends on the surface pruning process
whereby far monocular FCS inputs (Pathways 8 in Fig
ure 5) are inhibited by near monocular FIDO inputs (Path
ways 9 in Figure 5). The near filled-in horizontal bars
hereby inhibit their filling-in signals at the far depth. This
leaves only the filling-in signals at the vertical gray- white
or gray-black contours. Figure 15f shows these on filling
in signals at the far depth. Note that the on signals at the top
three gray patches are larger than those at the bottom. The
alignment of these FCS signals is also important. The top
three pairs of FCS signals in Figure 15f are contained
within the gray patch boundaries in Figure 15d and thus
fill in these patches. The bottom three white-gray FCS sig
nals, however, are contained within the boundaries of the
white patches that abut the gray patches and, therefore, do
not contribute to the lightness of the bottom gray patches.

The simulated near-depth binocular FIDO activity
profile is shown in Figure 16a. It consists of seven hori-
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Figure 15. Miinker-White binocular boundaries to monocular filling-in
domains (FlDOs) after boundary pruning: (a) near depth and (b) far depth.
Enriched binocular FIDO boundaries: (c) near depth and (d) far depth. Binoc
ular FIDO filling-in signals: (e) near depth and (f) far depth.

zontal "occluding" bars. Figure l6b shows the corre
sponding far-depth binocular FIDO activity. Here, the
top three gray patches fill in strongly, as do the white sec
tions of the bottom three bars. When near and far repre
sentations are added together, the final simulated percept
in Figure 16c is found. Then, the average activity of the
filled-in gray bars on top is 0.6, whereas the gray bars on
the bottom have an average filled-in value of 0.4, as in
the Miinker-White percept. Figures l6d and 16e show

the near and far filled-in off representations, and Fig
ure 16f shows their combination. The off representation
shows how the bottom gray sections can be perceived as
darker. These model simulations suggest that the Miinker
White assimilation is a misnomer, since the processes that
give rise to the gray lightness differences in the simulations
are primarily figure-ground and contrastive in nature.

The model clarifies how the long horizontal bars are
perceived as being in front. However, for many observers,
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Figure 16. Miinker-White binocular filling-in domain (FIDO) output of the on cells: (a) near depth,

(b) far depth, and (c) combination of near and far depths. Binocular FIDO output of the offcells: (d) near
depth, (e) far depth, and (f) combination of near and far depths.

the percept is bistable. One can see the gray patches at
the top as being behind white occluders, but the gray
patches on the bottom can also be seen as a transparent
gray surface overlying the white bars. Such bistable rep
resentations can reorganize the output ofFACADE, much
as in response to the Kanizsa stratification image (Fig
ure 1), to allow near and far representations to inter
change and reorganize, using habituative transmitters as
in the theory's explanation ofthe Weisstein effect (Gross
berg, 1994).

Alternative figure-ground organization percepts of
the Miinker-White display can also be facilitated by at
tention shifts. In this way, one can more easily perceive
the gray targets on the bottom three bars as a transparent
gray filter overlying white bars. This percept is reminis
cent ofhow the disk-and-checkerboard display ofKanizsa
(1979) is perceived (see Figure 17a). As was noted by
Kanizsa (1979), amodal completion behind the disks does
not lead to the more "likely" perception of squares that
the checkerboard would suggest. Instead, one is aware
of, but does not see, a white cross and a black cross that
are partially occluded by the gray disks. Similarly, in the
bottom section ofthe Miinker-White display (Figure 17b),
when a gray transparent surface is seen to overlie the
three horizontal bars, we suggest that subjects are amodally

aware of the continuation of the white surface color be
neath the gray overlay. In the model, this amodal surface
representation resides in the monocular FIDOs (Fig
ure 5), whereas the visible-surface representations are
computed in the binocular FIDOs. This percept illus
trates the model hypothesis in the FACADE Model of the
Visual Cortex section that distinct representations sub
serve modal and amodal perception.

We simulated such an attentional shift to the bottom
area of the Miinker-White display (Figure 17b) by
strengthening the vertical white-gray contours. (See
Grossberg, 1999, for an explanation ofhow attention can
amplify a boundary grouping.) The T-junction stems that
are defined by these vertical contours are now stronger
than the T-junction tops and thus, as in Figure 6, cause
breaks in the horizontal contours (see Figure 17c) and not
the stems. Figures 17d and 17e show how the boundaries
then develop over time. In particular, vertical boundaries
are now completed by bipole grouping over the broken
horizontal boundaries. Figure 18a shows the near-depth
monocular FIDO output derived by using the boundaries
from Figure 17e. Surface-to-boundary feedback then in
hibits, or prunes, the same boundaries at the far depth
and allows the horizontal bar boundaries to re-form. Sub
sequent filling-in of this far-depth monocular FIDO is
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Figure 17. (a) Kanizsa example of amodal completion. (b) Bottom section of Miinker-White
display. (c) Boundary processing after attentional strengthening of vertical contours (Itera
tion 1), (d) boundary processing (iteration 2), and (e) boundary processing (equilibrium model at
Iteration 3). Panel a is from Organization of Vision: Essays on Gestalt Perception (p. 97), by
G. Kanizsa, 1979, New York: Praeger. Copyright 1979 by Greenwood Publishing Group.
Reprinted with permission.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Miinker-White display monocular filling-in domain output: (a) near depth and
(b) far depth•
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Figure 19. Miinker-White binocular filling-in domain (FIDO) filling-in signals: (a) near
depth and (b) far depth. Binocular FIDO boundaries: (c) near depth and (d) far depth.
Filled-in binocular FIDO activity of on cells: (e) near depth and (f) far depth.

shown in Figure 18b. In all, two amodal surface repre
sentations are generated: a near representation that fills in
a vertical band of gray color and a far representation of
three light horizontal bars.

Near and far binocular FIOO filling-in signals are
shown in Figures 19a and 19b after surface pruning oc
curs. Near and far binocular FIOO boundaries following
boundary enrichment are shown in Figures 19c and 19d.
Figures 1ge and 19fshow the near and far modal surface
representations at the binocular FlOOs. The near binoc
ular FIDO fills in a transparent gray surface (Figure 1ge).
In addition, the far FIDO filling-in signals can fill in the
three gray regions only with gray, because the bound
aries in Figure 19d prevent the white filling-in signal
from entering. We suggest that in the percept of the gray
transparent overlay in front of the bars, the disparity dif-

ference between near and far FIDO representations is
greater than that in the previous percept of opaque sur
faces. Because of this increased depth difference, near
and far FlDO representations are not added together to
achieve the final modal surface lightnesses but are per
ceived individually. In summary, although the model sees
a gray region that is occluded by a gray transparent sur
face, as in Figures 1ge and 19f, it knows that the hori
zontal bars are lighter, as in Figure 18b.

Lightness IlIusions: Checkerboard
Agostini and Profitt (1993) proposed that the visual

system computes the lightness ofthe gray patches in the
Benary and Miinker-White displays on the basis of co
planarity or belongingness. This view, however, has trou
ble explaining why the checkerboard illusion (Figure 3c)
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Figure 20. Checkerboard near and far boundaries to monocular filling-in domains after boundary
pruning: (a) the cross display and (b) the X display.
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Figure 21. Cross display near and far enriched boundaries, filling-in signals, and filled-in
binocular filling-in domain surface values.
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Figure 22. X display near and far enriched boundaries, filling-in signals, and filled-in binocular
surface values.

is assimilative: The gray patch that belongs to the white
cross (in the upper left-hand corner) is lighter than the
gray patch that belongs to the black cross (in the lower
right-hand corner).

We propose that the contrastive effect-which is rate
limiting in the Miinker-White percept-is outweighed

II II

II II
(a)

by a process that fills in more white (or black) at cells that
code a disparity that lies just behind the gray region. This
filling-in occurs at the binocular FCS, the source of the
modal percept, and thus when seen in conjunction with
the grays, it makes the grays on the white background seem
lighter than the grays on the black background. This

(b)

Figure 23. Final combined (near+far) filled-in binocular filling-in domain surface activities
for (a) X and (b) cross sections ofthe checkerboard display.
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extra black or white filling-in behind the gray patches re
sults from the presence of X-junctions in the image,
which create end gaps that allow more color to flow than
in the Benary or Miinker-White illusion. The following
figures illustrate these processes.

We simulated the checkerboard display in two parts in
order to compensate for the relative sparseness of model
cells, relative to cells in the visual cortex, and to make the
simulation more tractable. In all other respects, we used
the same network parameters as those in the other simu
lations. Figure 20 shows the boundary signals for these
two subsections of the checkerboard display. Display
Figure 20a is called the cross display, and Figure 20b the
X display. In both displays, boundaries are broken at X
junctions. In the cross display, the end gaps (Figure 20,
near) allow white color filling-in signals from the four
surrounding squares to flow into the central region to
create a fully filled-in white cross. When the cross boun
dary pruning signals are fed back to the far-depth cross
boundaries, these boundaries are inhibited, and the cen
tral square boundaries remain as a fully connected region
(Figure 20a, far). In the X display, the X-junction bound
ary breaks (Figure 20b, near) and allows the gray signal
to flow out and dissipate into the surround, while the
four white squares fill in. When boundary pruning sig
nals from the four square near-depth surfaces are fed
back to the far-depth square boundaries, only the bound
aries around the central square survive (Figure 20b, far).
The amodal surface percepts that are created by the
boundaries in Figure 20 are as follows: For the cross dis
play, a white cross surface is present at the near depth,
and a gray square patch at the far depth; for the X dis
play, four white square surfaces are present at the near
depth, and a gray square patch at the far depth.

Figure 21 shows the binocular boundaries, filling-in
signals, and filled-in binocular FIDOs values for the
cross. The filled-in values in Figure 21 show that much
ofthe white filling-in signal spreads into the central square
at the near depth. Figure 22 shows the same quantities
for the X display. The near-depth boundary representa
tion is the same as that in Figure 20b. At the far depth,
boundary enrichment re-forms the X-junctions by the ad
dition of near boundaries. The binocular FIDO receives
the same near-depth FCS signals as the monocular FIDO.
Surface pruning removes the white cross FCS signals
from the far depth, leaving only the gray square FCS sig
nals. The filled-in surfaces show four white surfaces at
the near depth and the gray square at the far depth. Fig
ure 23a shows that adding the near and far equilibrium
values of the X display in Figure 22 adds a gray square
(far) to black (near). Figure 23b shows that adding the
near and far equilibrium values of the cross display adds
a gray square (far) to the white filling-in of the central
cross patch (near). The gray patch in Figure 23a has ac
tivity of 0.45, whereas the gray patch in Figure 23b has
activity of 0.55, thereby demonstrating the assimilation
that is seen in the checkerboard percept.

CONCLUSION

This article shows how further development and quan
titative simulations of FACADE lead to explanations of
data on figure-ground separation, amodal completion,
and lightness perception. The lightness percepts illus
trate how the direction and amplitude of each effect can
depend on a context-sensitive interplay of the boundary
and surface processes that separate figure from ground.
Some ofthese properties may be modeled by using neural
filters, as is illustrated by the work ofBlakeslee and Mc
Court (1997). On the other hand, explaining the full set
of properties also requires an analysis of 3-D figure
ground and surface formation mechanisms. In particu
lar, the model suggests how a wide range ofpercepts may
arise as emergent properties ofsuch ecologically vital pro
cesses as the size-disparity correlation, surface capture,
and the asymmetry between near and far-including
boundary and surface pruning and boundary enrichment
when these processes are activated by visual images and
scenes.
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